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Sharing Patient Photos in
Dermatology & Cosmetic Surgery:
What Are the Legal Risks?
Learn the risks of sharing patient photos
and how you can stay on the right side of the law.
Patient testimonials and case studies are
some of the most powerful marketing
tools available. Stories about miraculous
transformations — particularly when
captured with dramatic before and after
photos — often generate social media
engagement and win attention from
potential clients. Given the rewards,
sharing photos of successful outcomes
feels like a sound strategy.
But is the benefit worth the risk? Practices
often rush to copy competitors. Other
times, they follow the advice of marketing
consultants or web designers unfamiliar
with the Health Insurance Portability
and Accountability Act (HIPAA) Privacy
Rule. In a similar vein, the office staff who

manage social media may not have
adequate HIPAA training. As a result,
many practices post patient photos
without considering the legality.

or business associate. Your patient records
also encompass the specific set of data
that constitutes the patient’s Designated
Record Set (DRS).

In short, the fact “everyone else is doing it” The DRS is the portion of the record that
doesn’t mean the conduct complies with must be made available to your patient
federal and state laws.
upon request (pursuant, of course, to
your HIPAA policy’s release of records
provisions). The DRS commonly includes
Patient Photos and Privacy
information about the patient’s claims
Under HIPAA, Protected health
adjudication, payments, health plan
information (PHI) is individually
enrollment, lab test results and clinical
identifiable information concerning a
case notations. For aesthetic practices,
patient’s health condition, receipt of
the DRS also typically includes
healthcare services or payment for those
services created by or for a covered entity photographs of a patient’s progress
through treatment.
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Related video: “Watch This Before You Post Patient Photos On Social Media”

Medical images can be a vital component
of a patient’s DRS. Unfortunately, such
photos often convey identifying
information such as tattoos, hair or eye
color, birthmarks, the patient’s facial
geometry and even a medical record
number or birth date.
Thus, before sharing these photos for any
purpose besides treatment, you must
obtain the required patient
authorizations. The details of the
authorization you obtain from the patient
will vary by state and the type of
information you’ll be sharing.
Moreover, digital cameras that rely on
memory card storage usually lack
encryption capabilities compliant with
the Health Information Technology for
Economic and Clinical Health (HITECH)
Act. Thus, they should not be used for
storing patient’s photos or information.
Obtaining Consent to Use Photos
HIPAA covered entities are not
responsible for monitoring or protecting
photos that patients or other parties
share on social media. However, you still
need to seek authorization if you use
patient photos posted by others — the
patient, family, friends or news media. In
other words, if you post before-and-after
collages for social media that include
“after” photos that you lacked the
authorization to share, this would violate
HIPAA.

Best practices dictate that you also obtain
your patient’s consent to post their
“before” photos even if they have already
given you written authorization to share
their identity and success story.
Remember that the concept of informed
consent is integral to patients’ right to
autonomy and should be a central theme
of the relationship. When you share your
patient’s information on social media,
discuss how you will use the information,
the difficulty of retracting anything
released to the internet, and the potential
consequences of publication.
Note that the same principles apply to
blogs. Therefore, always exercise caution
when sharing cases or photos on your
blog.
Truth in Advertising
When sharing patients’ photos to market
your practice, present realistic results that
depict actual work that you have done.
Your practice should never post patient
photos that have been edited or altered
in any way — unless the alterations
prevent the display of personal
information or obscure restricted
anatomy. Violations of this tenet can run
you afoul of federal communications and
advertising laws, in addition to biometric
protection and medical privacy laws.
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Data Security
Integrating patient photos into your
public media such as your website, social
media or even group emails requires
extra vigilance about HIPAA’s security
requirements. You need to know how
your computer, camera and internet
technologies store photographs.
Collaborate with your attorney and IT
department on these details when
conducting your annual HIPAA risk
assessment.

Conclusion

In the end, posting patient photos
responsibly and in compliance with
privacy laws requires extra effort.
However, the effort pales in comparison
to defending your actions in a lawsuit or
HIPAA investigation. Ask your health care
attorney to help you create a social media
policy and consent forms so that you can
share your successful outcomes with
peace of mind. l
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